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Abstract 

Entity linking is a task of extracting informa-

tion that links the mentioned entity in a collec-

tion of text with their similar knowledge base 

as well as it is the task of allocating unique i-

dentity to various entities such as locations, in-

dividuals and companies. Knowledge base 

(KB) is used to optimize the information collec-

tion, organization and for retrieval of informa-

tion. Heterogeneous information networks 

(HIN) comprises multiple-type interlinked ob-

jects with various types of relationship which 

are becomes increasingly most popular named 

bibliographic networks, social media networks 

as well including the typical relational data-

base data. In HIN, there are various data ob-

jects are interconnected through various relati-

ons. The entity linkage determines the corres-

ponding entities from unstructured web text, in 

the existing HIN. This work is the most impor-

tant and it is the most challenge because of am-

biguity and existing limited knowledge. Some 

HIN could be considered as a domain-specific 

KB. The current Entity Linking (EL) systems ai-

med towards corpora which contain heteroge-

neous as web information and it performs sub-

optimally on the domain specific corpora. The 

EL systems used one or more general or speci-

fic domains of linking such as DBpedia, Wiki-

pedia, Freebase, IMDB, YAGO, Wordnet and 

MKB. This paper presents a survey on domain-

specific entity linking with HIN. This survey 

describes with deep understanding of HIN, 

Sažetak 

Povezivanje entiteta je zadatak izvlačenja po-

dataka koji povezuju spomenuti entitet u 

zbirci teksta sa njihovom sličnom bazom zna-

nja, kao i zadatak dodjeljivanja jedinstvenog i-

dentiteta različitim entitetima, kao što su loka-

cije, pojedinci i tvrtke. Baza znanja (BZ) koristi 

se za optimizaciju prikupljanja, organizacije i 

pronalaženja informacija. Heterogene mreže 

informacija (HMI) obuhvaćaju višestruke me-

đusobno povezane objekte različitih vrsta od-

nosa koji postaju sve popularniji i nazivaju se 

bibliografskim mrežama, mrežama društve-

nih medija, uključujući tipične podatke relacij-

ske baze podataka. U HMI-u postoje razni po-

daci koji su međusobno povezani kroz razli-

čite odnose. Povezanost entiteta određuje od-

govarajuće entitete iz nestrukturiranog teksta 

na webu u postojećem HMI-u. Ovaj je rad naj-

važniji i najveći izazov zbog nejasnoće i posto-

jećeg ograničenog znanja. Neki se HMI mogu 

smatrati BZ-om specifičnim za domenu. Tre-

nutni sustav povezivanja entiteta (PE) usmje-

ren je prema korpusima koji sadrže heterogene 

informacije kao web informacije i oni djeluju 

suptimalno na korpusima specifičnim za do-

menu. PE sustavi koristili su jednu ili više 

općih ili specifičnih domena povezivanja, kao 

što su DBpedia, Wikipedia, Freebase, IMDB, 

YAGO, Wordnet i MKB. U ovom radu preds-

tavljeno je istraživanje o povezivanju entiteta 

specifičnog za domenu sa HMI-om. Ovo istra-

živanje opisuje s dubokim razumijevanjem 
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which includes datasets,types and examples 

with related concepts.  

 
 

 

HMI-a, što uključuje skupove podataka, vrste 

i primjere s povezanim konceptima. 
 

Introduction 

 

Now-a-days, the amount of web data has been 

increased exponentially and it becomes one of 

the largest data repositories due to the in-

creased amount of data. In the web, plenty 

amount of data forms the natural language. But, 

this language is highly uncertain based on 

named entities (NE) of frequent occurrences.  

The NE may contain various names and each 

name denotes various named entities. Most of 

the real systems usually comprised of muti-

typed components which has a large number of 

interaction namely, social activities of human, 

computer systems, biological networks and as 

well as communication among networks. The 

INA (Information Network Analysis) has en-

hanced more attention in various specialists 

namely social, physics and engineering. Specif-

ically, it has become the important most recent 

subject in data mining and retrieval field. The 

general approach is to retrieve hidden patterns 

through links from network of data. 

EL determines the identity of the entity indi-

cated in web text, and it is one of the issues in 

the bridging of unstructured data with the 

structured knowledge base and semi-struc-

tured knowledge base. The domain-specific KB 

is effective to maintain the query knowledge in 

a specific domain. Considering an example, 

IMDB contains more comprehensive 

knowledge about source of celebrity, movie and 

TV content than general KB named BaiduBaike 

and Wikipedia. The domain-specific Entity 

linking is the most important, in increasing de-

mand for domain-specific knowledge base. 

At the same time, some HIN would consider as 

domain-specific KB /1/. The DBLP network con-

sist more information compared to Wikipedia 

based on the domain of computer science. The 

mapping of named entity with the DBLP 

knowledge base is meant as domain-specific 

EL. In this survey, we focused on entity linking 

on unstructured web-text in specific domain 

that relates to the same domain as the HIN. This 

task automatically elucidates the domain-spe-

cific text with specific knowledge which is ex-

tracted from the HIN. The potential applica-

tions are question answering, information re-

trieval, information extraction, content analysis, 

and knowledge base analysis. However, these 

tasks are difficult due to entity ambiguity and 

name variations. This paper presents various 

survey of heterogeneous information network 

analysis, and domain-specific entity linking 

with the HIN.  

The main objective of this survey is summa-

rized as follows: 

1. To study the brief information of Heter-

ogeneous Information Network (HIN) with 

various types of information networks. 

2. To analyze the Entity Linking (EL) and 

domain-specific entity linking. 

3. To study the survey of domain specific 

entity linking with various HIN.  

 

The survey initiates an in-depth 

understanding of Heterogeneous information 

networks with various types of dataset 

information and techniques of HIN. It also 

investigates the various researches about meta 

path and meta structure in HIN. Section 3 

contains surveys of Entity Linking and 

domain-specific entity linking. Section 4 

describes the various surveys of Domain-

Specific Entity Linking (DSEL) with HIN. 

Finally, section 5 contains conclusion of this 

paper. 

 

Basic concepts of Heterogeneous Information 

Network 

Heterogeneous Information Networks (HIN) 

defines the semantic network comprising va-

rious kinds of relations and entities /2/. The he-

terogeneous information network includes bib-

liographic networks, social networks, and do-
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main-specific knowledge base. This section de-

fines the important concept of HIN and 

techniques of HIN in various literature surveys. 

A) Information network 

Generally, an information network defines real 

world abstraction, focuses on the types of rela-

tionships between the objects. It is not only a-

bout storing and representing important real 

world information, but also provides a efficient 

tool to retrieve the knowledge from it.An infor-

mation network is ubiquitous and prevalent in 

the way of modeling/representing in interacting 

components.  

The Information Network (IN) is represented as 

a projected graph in the form of G = (𝑉, 𝐸) and 

mapping function: 𝑉  A, which denotes object 

mapping where an object related to only one 

type and E R, denotes link mapping where an 

link belongs to one relation type i.e each link 

explicates the specific relation. When two links 

contain the same relation type, these two links 

divides the same starting object type and same 

ending object type. When the object type |A| > 

1 and relation type |R| > 1, the network is called 

Heterogeneous information network, ot-

herwise, it is a Homogeneous information ne-

twork. 

B) Network schema 

The network schema is represented as 𝑇𝐺  = (A, 

R) and it defines the Meta template for hetero-

geneous network G = (𝑉, 𝐸) with mapping fun-

ction 𝜑. 

Here, A  object type and R  Edges relation. 

For directed graph V represents the mapping of 

object type A. And E represents the edges rela-

tion from R.  

 

 

Figure 1: Example for Network instance and 

Network schema 

Figure 1 represents the instances of HIN for bi-

bliographic network and bibliographic network 

schema. In network, the network schema is fol-

lowed by network instances. The heterogene-

ous information network /3/ is arranged by 

multiple interconnected and huge datasets that 

range from scientific, social, engineering and 

business applications. Some of the networks are  

1. Bibliographic information network 

2. Twitter information network 

3. Flickr information network 

4. Healthcare information network 

1. Bibliographic information network 

 

In bibliographic networks, the multiple types of 

an object contain authors (A), Papers (P), Publica-

tion venues (V) and title terms (T) which are in-

terconnected together and provides rich infor-

mation named Heterogeneous information net-

works /4/. But, the object names are potentially 

ambiguous in heterogeneous information net-

work which means the same named textual re-

fers to various several entities. For example, in 

the network of DBLP, the network "Wei wang" 

refers to fifty various authors that include vari-

ous universities' names, city, state and other re-

quired information. However, there are large 

existing heterogeneous information networks 

contains less information. In DBLP network, the 

"advisor" relation does not exist between au-

thors /2/. Therefore, the most popular of exist-
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ing HIN with newly extracted information's be-

come most important. In general, entities of the 

information are comprehensively interlinked 

with one another through a different field. 

 

Figure 2: Example for HIN on bibliographic 

dat /2/  

Figure 2 depicts the HIN representation on bib-

liographic dataset. 

C) Meta path 

A Meta path α is defined as the path represents 

on a Heterogeneous information network 

schema. In the network schema S = (A, R), Meta 

path is denoted as  𝐴1

𝑅1
→ 𝐴2

𝑅2
→ 𝐴3

𝑅3
→ 𝐴𝑙+1. 

Here 𝑅1, 𝑅2 and 𝑅3 represents the composite re-

lationship between the objects of 𝐴1 and𝐴𝑙+1. 

Each Meta path has different meanings. The 

number of relations in α is the length of the 

meta path α.  

 

Figure 3: Example for Meta path in HIN on the 

bibliographic network /2/  

Figure 3 defines the meta path representation in 

HIN on bibliographic network. In this figure 

APA refers “Author-Paper-Author. APVPA re-

fers Author-Paper-Venue-Paper-Author” and 

APV refers Author-Paper-Venue. Meta path 

connects one or more objects. The APA path de-

fines the author’s collaboration in same paper. 

The APVPA defines the author publishing pa-

pers on same venue. In APV path, the author 

and venue connected in same paper. 

2. Twitter information network 

This type of network is also called a social me-

dia information network that contains the ob-

jects of user, hash tag, and tweet. The link types 

are defined as following users, post, reply, and 

use.  

3. Flickr information network 

Flickr information network is a photo-sharing 

information network, and it object types of it’s 

are: user, image, tag, group, and comment. The 

link types are defined as upload images; belong to, 

post, and comment. 

4. Healthcare information network 

The healthcare information’s network defined 

as the objects types of doctor, patient, disease, and 

treatment. And the link types are referred to as 

used for, visit and device. 

D) Techniques of Heterogeneous Infor-

mation Networks (HIN) 

The heterogeneous information network intro-

duces the mining task which includes the tasks 

of ranking, clustering, classification, similarity 

search, recommendation, relationship search, 

and link prediction. 

/5/ described the HIN embedding for the re-

commendation in both exploitation and extra-

ction. This research proposed a Novel Hetero-

geneous network embedding based method 

for Recommendation which is known as HE-

Rec. It defines the HIN was agreed to catego-

rize the auxiliary and complex data in re-

commender systems because of the flexibility 

in data heterogeneity, called HIN based re-

commendation.  For network embedding, it 

provides the strategy of random walk off ba-

sed meta-path was designed to estimate the 

node sequences.  For both extraction and 

exploitation, the effective method for HIN ba-

sed recommendation was developed. By the 

group of fusion functions, the embedding no-

des are transformed and consequently, inte-

grated into an enlarged matrix factorization 

model. Finally, the enlarged matrix factoriza-

tion was connectedly optimized for rating 
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prediction performance. In comparison a-

nalysis, the proposed method was compared 

with existing HIN based recommendation 

methods. For experimental results, there are 

three types of datasets are demonstrated for 

effective output. Also the proposed HERec 

method mitigates the cold start issues and 

examines the meta-paths impacts on perfor-

mance. The disadvantage of this paper is, it 

doesn’t investigate the deep learning methods 

in multiple meta-paths. 

/6/ Demonstrated the similarity search in 

Schema-Rich HIN. There were more studies 

explained about real-world data as HIN conta-

ins multiple types of relations and objects. But 

some of the studies restrict the network discus-

sions with entities and relationship types. The 

network schema was more complex in the real 

world such as freebase. In some times, HIN in 

the rich schema can contain more complex and 

more burdens to provide information to users.  

Under some setting issues, users are asked to 

give some simple instance relation samples as a 

query and predict the latent semantic relation 

(LSR) inferred by the query which aided to iden-

tify other relation instances. To overcome this 

problem a new meta-path based relation and 

Relsim were defined to analyse the similarity 

between the instances. This paper proposed two 

requirements based on meta-path and Realism. 

Firstly, they represented an LSR with query-ba-

sed path that generates based on the network 

schema. Secondly, a novel meta-path based re-

lation with Relsim was introduced and utilized 

the inefficient search similarity algorithm.  

/7/ Provided the framework for dynamic LP 

(link prediction) in HIN. This study proposed 

an effective two-level scheme that produces 

competent macro-decisions and micro-decisi-

ons for combine structure, time-sensitive and 

dynamic content. It proposed a dynamic link in-

ference algorithm in temporal and heterogene-

ous networks. The proposed algorithm was a-

ble to construct the link inference model for he-

terogeneous networks. The main advantage of 

this research is to describe the content-based 

model and structure-based model based on a 

dynamic clustering approach. The time-sensi-

tive nature is to evaluate effective link predic-

tion. Network and linked data were quite pre-

valent because of the popularity of the web and 

social media applications which are essentially 

network-oriented. The main purpose was to 

take a unique technology such as large scale 

dynamic link prediction for higher-level decisi-

ons using topological behavior and also for 

more fine-grained decisions. It also studied the 

problem of community prediction. Finally, 

explained the effectiveness of the proposed 

technique over several real datasets.  

/8/ explained the entity recommendation in the 

HIN. This paper studied the HIN recommenda-

tions and proposed a generic framework for the 

implicit dataset by utilizing the different types of 

entity relationships. Firstly, it introduced Meta 

path-based features to estimate the connection 

between the users and items in various paths. 

This paper described recommendation models at 

both personalized and global levels. The perso-

nalized model was effectively produced on the 

fly and provided high-quality results compared 

to other systems. This study utilized a Bayesian 

ranking process to evaluate the weights of re-

commendation models. This empirical study de-

monstrated the effectiveness of the method and 

examined the performance of this method under 

different consequences. Furthermore, the study 

will explain the on-line recommendation model 

update with large scale recommendation and le-

arning process along with low time complexity. 

In comparison analysis, the proposed method 

was compared with various state-of-the-art met-

hods and various feedback recommendation 

methods. The evaluation results are examined in 

the IMDb dataset for effective performances. 

/9/ Provided the Meta structure for computing si-

milarity or relevance in a large set of HIN. This 

research utilized Meta structure which is a focu-

sed acyclic graph to evaluate the proximity 

between objects with edge types connecting in 

between. This research introduced the notion of 

meta-structure, and it defines the extension of 

the Meta path. They defined two relevant mea-

sures such as SCSE and StructCount. SCSE tri-

ggers the sub graph expansion and reduces the 
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bias to visible objects. They defined BSCSE 

which combines both StructCount and SCSE. To 

improve BSCSE efficiency, this research propo-

sed a recursive algorithm based on two optimi-

zations such as i-LTable and Compressed-ETree. 

The main key of the Meta structure described a 

complex relationship between two HIN objects. 

This approach modeled large and complex data-

sets namely YAGO and DBLP as HINs. The main 

issues are closeness between two objects. Investi-

gated studies based on HIN information utilized 

for significance computation. Based on Meta 

structure three significance measures are measu-

red. Because of the occurrences of the com-

plexity, these metrics further design an algo-

rithm with the data structure in a proper format 

which gives more efficiency than another exis-

ting approach. 

/10/ explicated the meta-path search and data mi-

ning in HIN. This study also discussed issues a-

rose from the search and mining of HIN.The 

Meta path is a powerful tool to define the relati-

onship between two objects. This research pro-

posed a Meta path concept to capture the seman-

tic relationship between various types of objects. 

For mining the heterogeneous information ne-

twork this study proposed Meta path-based se-

arch. This Meta path guides mining of the ne-

twork and searching network, it also unders-

tands the semantic meaning of network objects. 

Different functions are proposed and developed 

namely community detection, link prediction, 

and ranking. It addressed the relationship pre-

diction as well as user-guided clustering. Using 

this meta-structure or path this approach gene-

rates high accuracy and provided better commu-

nication toward the relations between the user-

specific tasks and finally introduced several re-

search frontiers. The HIN network, it described 

as a bibliographic information network, twitter 

information network, flicker information ne-

twork, and healthcare information network. It 

also explains the data mining applications in ne-

twork meta-structure, and the applications are 

clustering, similarity search, recommendation, 

and link prediction. 

    /11/ Proposed the method for patent trading 

which was    enhanced by HIN. The Patent infor-

mation was defined as patent citation, patent tra-

ding, patent contents and patent invention are in-

tegrated with HIN. This proposed technique was 

examined with online and offline experiments. 

There are some limitations which can be impro-

ved further. This system identifies the IP interests 

of companies depend on the online behaviors. 

    /12/ Suggested heterogeneous information ne-

twork creation using classical similarity measure, 

attributes of document and terminology products 

with the help of Network creator algorithm. The 

similarity measures of documents in HIN were 

measured by HeteSimTKS Query. The results 

show that this algorithm is feasible but the run-

time of network construction takes much time. 

Domain-specific entity linking 

This section explains the various researches and 

studies about Entity Linking (EL) in specific do-

mains and various issues in EL. 

A) Entity linking 

Entity linking mainly aims to map the textual 

mentions with corresponding entity text in a 

knowledge base by solving the problem of se-

mantic ambiguity. It determines the identity of 

the entity in text, and it is the key issue in the 

unstructured data bridging with the structured 

knowledge base and semi-structured 

knowledge base /13/. The domain-specific KB 

contains more effective to maintains the query 

knowledge in relevant domain.  

B) Domain-specific Entity Linking 

The EL systems used one or more open doma-

ins for linking such as DBpedia, Wikipedia, 

Freebase, IMDB, YAGO, 

DBLP,Craft,Genia,Wordnet and MKB, based on 

their disambiguation models and entity recog-

nition. The training of disambiguation models 

and entity recognition on the corpus could con-

tain high costs. Instead of this, the entity linking 

can be used on a corpus for training without 

modification. And the performance depends on 

the similarity content of the corpus (EX, Wiki-

pedia). The current Entity Linking systems are 

directed over corpora that are defined as hete-
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rogeneous as web /14/. So it provides sub-opti-

mal results on domain-specific corpora. The ap-

plications of entity linking defined as,  

1. Information retrieval 

2. Information extraction 

3. Content analysis 

4. Question answering 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Representation of domain-specific 

entity linking /15/  

In this figure 4 defines with Movie-Knowledge 

Base(MKB) and the document contents directly 

linked into MKB database. In document, the 

common phrases are “the golden age”, “high 

profits” and “wall street”. “The rock” which is 

an actual named entities in domain specific 

MKB database. 

/16/ explained the adaptable entity linking, a 

hybrid method to link the entities for informa-

tion extraction. This research proposed a met-

hod that allows indexing the data indepen-

dently and vocabulary was being used. The 

main purpose was to design the index so that 

each entity had two information namely popu-

larity score and page rank score. Four main is-

sues cause numerous difficulties when establis-

hing an EL system such as the number of types 

used to categories an entity, kind of textual do-

cuments, the knowledge base used to remove 

the extracted data and the language utilized in 

the documents. Finally, the framework was a-

nalyzed named entity recognition, ADEL, and 

linking system which is based on a hybrid lin-

guistic semantic-based and information retrie-

val. This framework was evaluated using six 

datasets such as OKE2016, OKE2015, 

NEEL2015, and NEEL2016 AND AIDA. This 

showed that the indexing approach enables to 

produce an accurate group of resources from 

any KB in minimum time with a minimal size. 

/17/ Proposed Named Entity Linking (NEL) 

methods focused on techniques particularly de-

veloped to handle tiny messages namely twe-

ets. NEL is the mission of the annotation of en-

tity mentioned in a text portion with links to a 

KB and utilized for content extraction and twe-

ets annotation that are essential for making 

large amount of users in Twitter's who are in-

terconnected. The range of one hundred and 

forty characters associates a very tiny and noisy 

context that causes new issues to the EL on twit-

ter. Since the text length could not exceed 140 

characters. The texts are tough to remove the 

uncertainty even for human readers. Finally, 

this approach provided a framework for the 

performance of NEEL during # micro-posts   

NEEL issues from previous decades. Additio-

nal data are identified in the dataset established 

by Microsoft. Furthermore, this paper haven’t 

discussed about the new metrics design at dif-

ferent linguistic level.  

/18/ Introduced Entity linking in two different 

domains with different objectives that involved 

article wide and article wide –salient and ins-

tance-based  EL and challenges of each type of 

entity linking. There are various researches 

showed the specifying information about the 

certain entity and it requires to analyze the pro-

perties of specific entities. This paper compares 

the general entity linking system architecture 

and general normalization system architecture. 

This EL which was apart from the entity recog-

nition tasks using linking textual entity to KB 

entry. This paper surveyed in general as well as 

the biomedical domain. Furthermore, the result 

of the EL task is given for references that unco-

ver the new challenges identified in the mining 

of biomedical text.  

/19/ presented an extensive computation based 

on nine datasets and proposed an unsupervised 

system named VINCULUM for entity linking. 
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To rectify the confusion of the entity linking 

problem, this paper presented with the 

VINCULUM method. Even though numerous 

papers are described in EL with several prob-

lems. In this paper, nine EL datasets are exami-

ned to improve a better understanding of an EL 

and to measure the impact of each component. 

The evaluation results are examined in nine 

types of datasets. This showed strong candidate 

generation components which provided good 

results using fine-grained entity types to filter 

out the wrong links. Finally, this system achie-

ved comparable performance with existing 

machine learning linking systems. It analyzes 

the difference between various entity linking 

problems and compares the various existing da-

tasets. They investigated several key aspects of 

the system such as entity type prediction, men-

tion extraction, entity coreference, coherence 

between entities and candidate generation.  

/20/ Proposed a probabilistic model which de-

termined user-generated information based u-

ser on queries to KB entities. To introduce a con-

textual relevance model, uses learned query 

words and entities. The relative measure is qui-

ckly computed among an entity and the string 

of text. EL is a process with the identification of 

entities in a given piece of text for better web 

document ranking. In this model, three key 

components made the model fast and efficient. 

First, the dependencies between the different 

entities are avoided during the linking process 

which enabled the implementation in query 

terms. Second, to decrease the memory foot-

print that influenced the compression and has-

hing techniques. Finally to prepare algorithm 

with contextual knowledge and factored the di-

stance between the query cords and entities. 

The main problem in this system is that the pro-

cess wanted to run below the time constraints 

which were performed before any actual retrie-

val. 

Domain-specific entity linking with hin 

In HIN, there are multi-connected networks 

and interconnected objects. The linking named 

entity task involved in the heterogeneous infor-

mation network. In HIN, let us consider the 

knowledge base ex: Freebase. In this knowledge 

base entity, there are many entities are organi-

zed in hierarchy categories. Each entity contains 

additional information in large HIN. /21/ Des-

cribed the knowledge base entity linking with 

techniques, issues, and solutions. The various 

applications are presents for bridging web data 

with the knowledge base was increased in the 

EL research. They utilized three factors of entity 

linking systems such as generation of candidate 

entity, ranking of candidate entity, and unlinka-

ble mention prediction. This research presented 

with many efforts in entity linking. It is a task to 

link entities with their relevant entities. Poten-

tial applications involve content extraction, in-

formation retrieval features, application, and e-

valuation. Finally, it presented many determi-

nations in entity linking. 

/22/  Proposed the probabilistic model for HIN 

entity linking with web text. The named entity 

linking task was determined from unstructured 

data with their related HIN entities. And this 

task was the most challenge due to limited 

knowledge in existing HIN. To recover this is-

sue, this paper proposed a SHINE model to con-

nect the web text named entities with HIN. This 

model comprises two components entity popu-

larity and object model. This model captured 

the entity popularity and the handling of multi-

type objects model appeared in the textual con-

text. The multi-type objects distribution was es-

timated using multi-path constrained random 

walks through networks. Various meta paths 

expressed as a different distribution over ne-

tworks. An effective iterative method to study 

for every meta-path weights which is based on 

the Expectation-Maximization(EM) algorithm. 

This paper clearly explained DBLP and IMDb 

network schema in HIN and the probabilistic 

model of EL with HIN. 

/23/ Proposed the Literature-based discovery. A 

unique Literature-Based Discovery (LBD) na-

med HBIN – LBD has been designed the influ-

ences lexical citation structures in HBIN graphs. 

The effects of implementing topic and semantic 

modeling into the proposed technique have 

been discussed. Proposed LBD method deter-

mines the meta-path features in HBIN graphs 

for latent association’s determination unlike 
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existing LBD methods. A drawback of this met-

hod is that it doesn’t explore the efficient graph 

algorithm against large HBIN graphs. 

/24/ This study proposed knowledge-base-ag-

nostic approach. It describes a knowledge base 

method for named entity rendition. It detects 

the correct URI within an input text and used 

eight different datasets for a group of named 

entities.  It Profits from developing KN as well 

as multilingual linked data. An advantage of 

this model is that proposed AGDISTIS can ef-

fectively determine the accurate URIs for a 

group of named entities. And it doesn’t extend 

with more domain-specific datasets. 

/25/ Proposed the named entity linking. It des-

cribed the compact context representation 

which contains dependency features for impro-

ving NEL quality. Given the extracted mentions 

from the document entity linking systems and 

identify the set of candidates from Wikipedia. It 

identified the different designs of context repre-

sentation. This method affiliates the high-level 

dependency in similarity measures. For these 

informative features, it exists a lack of overlap 

between a mentioned-entity. 

/26/ Proposed a knowledge-base-agnostic ap-

proach. It contains the global EL approach and 

performed the page rank algorithm which is to 

perform a random walk with the restart. It Me-

asured coherence among the entities and docu-

mented them in a unified manner. The direct 

connected entities assumed as the semantic re-

presentation of entities, the semantic entities are 

improves the results of entity linking and pro-

vides better performance compared to other 

methods.  

/27/ Evaluated the Roadmaps of an active rese-

arch group. Describes the link prediction 

techniques that identify the missing links in re-

cent networks used. Topology and learning-ba-

sed methods are used to find the missing links. 

Social network data are incomplete and it is 

highly dynamic which cause the nodes and ed-

ges in the graph to visible or invisible for upco-

ming applications. Link prediction determines 

the missing link inefficient way in network.  

/28/ Explicated the Meta path similarity. Esti-

mated the link using meta path mutual infor-

mation index. Instead of node-pairs connecti-

vity, it evaluated the amount of information 

through paths. Proposed MMI method produ-

ces the maximum prediction accuracy when 

compared with existing methods. They do not 

consider inside the meta path when the same in-

dices are strongly dependent the reachability a-

mount. 

/29/ Proposed Weighted heterogeneous infor-

mation network. Described a Weighted HIN a-

long with semantic linking (WHIN – CSL) has 

been devised for learning high-quality feature 

representations. The semantic link is computed 

using abstract similarity. The proposed method 

has high flexible integrating information, so it 

achieves the highest performance. Using the 

full text of papers, instead of using only abstra-

cts, for computing semantic similarity for deve-

loping semantic linking can be commendable. 

/30/ Proposed the Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

method. Hierarchical Expert profiling has been 

developed where the knowledge areas of the re-

search scholar are plotted in various granularity 

levels. A modeling strategy has been designed 

for evaluating the Profile experts. The expert 

profiling problems and topic modeling prob-

lems are addressed. In the expert profiling do-

main, usage of node ranking can be taken into 

consideration. 

/31/ discussed the data-driven natural language 

processing  and machine learning. It incorpora-

tes the domain knowledge in social media ne-

twork. This generates Bigdata marked by vo-

lume, velocity and variety challenges. This type 

of Bigdata analytics support useful investiga-

tion from data mining. Solving the problems 

and challenges of domain-specific linking in so-

cial media was the most required, and it occurs 

due to  complexity of the domain, converse na-

ture of language and change of topic relevance. 

It also integrates contextual interpretation of 

decision makers and experts. The challenges of 

this study are addressed using four use cases 

which are used to show the domain knowledge 

role.  
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/32/ Presented with Probabilistic entity-linking 

method. Describes a probabilistic algorithm has 

been designed by using knowledge graphs for 

solving entity linking problem. Most of the exi-

sting work only focus on the search log and the 

entity linking database and there may be com-

plex graphs but the proposed algorithm works 

as simple, fast and accurate. The problem asso-

ciated with entity linking is addressed in this 

study and provide link graph structure. The 

performance can be improved by textual evi-

dence.  

/33/ This study Generalized coupled tensor fac-

torization. The link prediction problems are sol-

ved by using coupling analysis in the form of 

high order and tensors. A GCTF framework has 

been used for developing coupled models. It 

improved the performance via joint analysis, 

and efficient detection of missing links between 

entities. Estimation of dispersion parameters 

could be done in future and loss function had 

not been described, it consider as the disadvan-

tage.  

/34/ proposed the framework for domain speci-

fic EL with HIN. The existing EL methods only 

focused entity linking in Wikipedia. This paper 

presented SHINE+ method, and it defines the 

entitie”S” in HINEtwork. The proposed proba-

bilistic model described with entity popularity 

model and entity object model along with 

knowledge population algorithm, if the ne-

twork information was insufficient. This algo-

rithm was utilized with high confidence to en-

hance the knowledge of entity by using context 

information which are mapped by linking mo-

del. It also boost the performance of linking. 

The results of two networks such as IMDb and 

DBLP show the proposed method framework 

and efficiency of the method. For solving the 

optimization problem, the gradient descent 

method was used. The SHINE+ approach had 

quite stable, high and insensitive over three da-

tasets. Also the sensitivity analysis was perfor-

med to understand the proposed method para-

meters. Learning algorithm had time com-

plexity when presents the enormous number of 

entities and it becomes little expensive. 

/35/ explained the “THINKER” model for Entity 

Linking. The existing systems didn’t explain a-

bout the entity linking in Turkish language. 

This paper proposed the novel entity linking for 

Turkish content linking as the name of 

THINKER which means the Turkish content 

and entities specified in Turkish dictionary such 

as r.wikipedia.org and tdk.gov.tr. The propo-

sed system contains the challenges of Entity Di-

sambiguation and Entity Detection. To address 

these challenges initially, it proposed machine 

learning based entity detection algorithm. 

Secondly, it presented with collective disambi-

guation algorithm for task of linking and opti-

mization was done with genetic algorithm. It 

also described the link similarity and entity ran-

king estimation. The proposed system contains 

the challenges of Entity Disambiguation and 

Entity Detection. In result analysis the propo-

sed method was estimated with two various 

spotting algorithms named THINKER spotter 

and N-gram spotter. For comparative analysis 

the proposed framework was compared with 

WikiME Systems. In this method, the correct en-

tity mention was considered as undetected en-

tity when it does not exist in knowledgebase. 

Conclusion  

The EL is an emerging area and gives challen-

ges in several research work fields. Most of the 

interest domains are related towards linking en-

tity as well as interrelation among multi type 

heterogeneous objects. For better understan-

ding, We have surveyed  the clear concepts of 

HIN, some datasets in HIN, Meta path or Meta 

structure in HIN and Entity linking with HIN 

along with the inspect of domain-specific EL 

with HIN. There are many researches proposed 

entity linking with HIN for general knowledge 

base instead of useful domain-specific 

knowledge bases. This survey is expected to be 

the most useful for researches to analyze in this 

field. 
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